This paper proposes a system for autonomous aerial combat of next generation unmanned combat aerial vehicles(UVACs). The system includes a decision making scheme, positional prediction of targets, an aircraft model analysis, and a basic fighter maneuvering (BFM)-based combat guidance law designed to generate effective combat maneuvers. A oneon-one combat simulation environment is set up, and the virtual fighter pilot (VFP) combat simulation results are addressed. The VFP proposed in this paper follows the mindset of an real human pilot, and all the subcomponents that reflect the thought processes are modularized. The designed BFM-based aerial combat guidance law conducts suboptimal combat maneuvers in real time. In order for a fighter jet to attain advantageous positions in aerial combat, it must have the ability to carry out high agility maneuvers. Therefore, a V-n diagram and an energy-maneuverability chart analysis are used to determine the limits of the aircraft's flight operable regions and to find the corner velocity of the aircraft model for the maximum rate of turn. Based on the measured combat geometry, the VFP carries out decision making processes and assesses situations in terms of scoring functions. In order to preoccupy advantageous geometry in combat, the system estimates the future positions of the target using velocity estimation-based target prediction. The modularized VFP is designed using a MATLAB/Simulink, and its simulation environment is designed based on an F-16 model. The performance of the designed VFP is verified, and through animation, the maneuvers of the UCAVs are visualized in real time. 
that consider BVR-based aerial combat is questionable. Even if the radar power of these fighters was to be increased, the physical range of detection is limited and sharply increased stealth and jamming technology become close in aerial combat. For these reasons, fourth and fifth generation fighter aircraft for dogfighting, which requires high maneuverability, were re-invented. Therefore, as fighters of the future, UCAVs are deemed to be essential for dogfights WVR in addition to the use of missiles for combat BVR.
In rapidly changing sequential situations, aerial combat at close range must be under control. For example, experiential and intuitive serial judgments are implemented to recognize the enemy and its maneuvers. In cases of remote operation of UCAVs, a huge volume of combat circumstances and maneuver data must be communicated in very-high-bandwidth and very-low-latency scales by a control commander on the ground. However, the communication environment for UCAV management is limited and there may be delays in transferring information to operation command. In serious circumstances, communication may be interrupted by jamming. Due to effective and prompt combat execution, an autonomous and intelligent combat performing VFP is essential to replace fighter pilots. Aerial combat algorithms have been studied since the 1950s when unmanned vehicles for military purposes were first invented. These algorithms have been used for the development of missiles and combat training targets. They need to be able to imitate the maneuvers of real pilots or perform aerial combat as well as a real-class pilot. Because of this, various approaches to treating autonomous aerial combat have been studied.
Many researchers have tried to define optimal solutions for aerial combat problems. To do this, the given combat problems are modeled in simple "pursuit-evasion" games, and different types of theoretical approaches are applied. Isaacs solved his general pursuer-evader game model with dynamic programming, leading to the principle of optimality. 1 Hillberg treated combat problems as a pursuit-evasion model between two competitors in co-planar motion, and solved it using differential dynamic programming. 2 These kinds of theoretical approaches provide mathematical insight into combat, however they require so much computational power that it is difficult to apply realistic combat problems. Moreover, some methods employ unreasonable assumptions that use unobservable information, such as an opponent's next maneuver, to guarantee the optimality of the solution.
Other attempts to solve combat problems have been studied in terms of heuristic approaches. Rule-based Adaptive Maneuvering Logic (AML) was designed and successfully verified through real combat against a human pilot. 3, 4 Similarly, a genetic-algorithm-based machine learning system was studied and showed enhanced performance in generating new tactics through a series of engagements using a simulation model and a learning classifier system. 5 However, detailed rules describing reactions for each combat situation had to be constructed, and additions and modifications to the rule-based algorithm were difficult to implement.
In this paper, a practical and novel algorithm, called VFP, which supplements the weak points in previous research, is proposed and a suboptimal and realistic solution is guaranteed. Each VFP component module describing the human pilot's decisions are introduced in section 2. In section 3, we explain the background and theoretical methodologies used to design each module. In particular, the contents treating situation judgment, target prediction, and the aerial combat guidance law based on the analysis of the model are explained in detail. Finally, the simulation environment used to verify the designed VFP and its simulation results are analyzed in section 4.
II. Schematics of the VFP Modular System
In this paper, a VFP to replace a human pilot to conduct efficient aerial combat is designed for UCAVs. Until now, a highly trained human pilot controls the fighter jet and conducts aerial combat based on their integrated experiences and intuition. A highly skilled human pilot takes a great deal of time to train, which is extremely expensive. In addition, many factors threaten the life of a human pilot on the real battlefield. Therefore, through the development of next generation UCAV technology, the time required for the training of manned aircraft pilots can be reduced and pilots can be removed from life threatening situations. Furthermore, as pilots do not have to be actually onboard the aircraft, exercises such as high-G maneuvers can be carried out without the resulting physical fatigue. Although highly demanding maneuvers are avoided due to aircraft structure limitations, it is the limits of the human body that typically contribute to the avoidance of such maneuvers. As a result of greater maneuverability options, air combat for jet pilots can be carried out with high efficiency and effectiveness. Because of this advantage, unmanned combat aircrafts will gain more attention and interest from the public in the future. Therefore, in this research, we propose a VFP, which is a key component in the takeover of manned systems by UCAVs. Figure 1 illustrates a simplistic overview of the VFP architecture that will be outlined in this paper. In particular, the VFP follows a decision making process that is similar to that of a pilot flying a typical manned aircraft. Each of the components are modularized so that it is able to be partially modified, improved, and verified.
In the aircraft currently participating in aerial combat, "situation recognition" has own role to make decision, recognize and evaluate based on states of the participated fighters. From the geometric relationships between the aircraft and the enemy vehicle, which is defined as the deviation angle (  ), angle-off ( ), and aspect angle (  ), the VFP decides if the plane is in an advantageous or disadvantageous situation. Using this information, the VFP determines whether to carry out offensive or defensive tactical maneuvers to achieve victory and survive. The outputs from situation recognition are transferred to VFP's aerial combat guidance law, which in turn determines the appropriate tactical maneuvers.
The target prediction forecasts the future positions of the opponent in order to attain a more advantageous combat position. If the future positions of the enemy aircraft can be predicted and appropriate measures taken with respect to the available information, the survivability of the attacker can be significantly enhanced. It is realistically impossible to completely determine what the opponent is thinking and how the target aircraft will maneuver. However, flight data from past events can be compiled and analyzed to produce highly accurate estimates. In this paper, the analytic methods of Quadratic Curve Fit, 6 Gaussian Regression Process, 7 and Velocity Estimation are compared. VFP combat guidance law is responsible for creating commands that correspond to the maneuvers that the UCAV should make during combat. In essence, it can be considered the brain of the VFP. As mentioned above, pilot training occurs over a long period of time, and with training, instincts, and experience, pilots carry out optimal maneuvers. As mentioned in section 1 of this paper, since the 1950s, a significant amount of research has been conducted on automated aerial combat. In comparison to the previous research that simplified the problems, this paper proposes the incorporation of Basic Flight Maneuver (BFM), which uses actual pilot combat manuals as a foundation for carrying out suboptimal combat maneuvers. BFM includes some maneuvers that are considered representative optimal actions under specific conditions based on accumulated pilot training know-how. 8 In addition, in order to determine extreme maneuvers with the greatest efficiency, V-n diagrams and energy-maneuverability (EM) charts of aircraft models are assessed and implemented in the guidance law. 9 The commands from the combat guidance law are passed on to the autopilot and actuator dynamics module, and converted into commands required to solve the equations of motion for the fighter model. Moreover, in order to simulate situations similar to actual environments, the commands pass through simplistically designed actuator dynamics. In order to solve the equations of motion, the normal force command cmd Nz , the roll rate command cmd p , and the throttle level THT  are required for control commands; the details of how these variables can be attained will be outlined in the latter part of this paper. The actuator dynamics approximately follows a first order damping system. The time constants for Nz , p , and THT  are set at constant values with respect to each model's characteristics.
The VFP is a system required for aerial combat missions, and to validate it, an appropriate model that correctly represents an actual combat scenario is required. Therefore, in this paper, an F-16 model, which is available in the web-distributed Free Falcon software, 10 is used for analysis. In order to solve the equations of dynamics required for simulation, the database (DB) was simplified prior to usage. When the simulation was carried out using the Fighter Model module, the states for the command input were updated every iteration.
The aircraft state information, which was updated using the model DB and equations of motion, was sent to the sensor module. In order for the VFP to be validated, algorithms are formed based on actual state information, which was provided by fighter jet pilots in the real field. In this paper, the states being provided by the fourth and fifth generation fighter planes to the head-up display (HUD) are capable of feedback. Furthermore, real-time simulations are visualized using the animation function provided by the aforementioned system environment. 
III. Designing Each Module of the VFP Simulation System
In this section, each modularized component constituting the VFP and its simulation environment are described. As explained above, each module is composed following the sequential stream of a human pilot's consciousness, and the VFP and simulation environment result from the connection of this stream. For simplicity, the UCAV piloted by the VFP and the opponent aircraft are, respectively, referred to as the attacker and the target.
A. Sensing
The most current operating fourth and fifth generation fighter jets are able to obtain various pieces of information and states of the targets, such as velocity and acceleration vectors, range, and rate of distance, through enhanced sensors, and provide them to the pilots through a HUD at a rate of 50Hz.
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Based on this fact, the sensor module of the VFP is designed to select and deliver feasible states from the updated full states as provided by the latest fighter jets. The exact position and attitude of the target is assumed to be observable. In addition, the sensor module is assumed to be activated regardless of the distance between the attacker and the target. These assumptions are reasonable not only because new technical sensors like Active Electronically Scanned Array (AESA), which detects omnidirectional long-range targets, have already been applied, [12] [13] but also because next-generation fighter jets will include more versatile measurements.
B. Relative Geometry-based Situation Recognition
Immediately after target detection, it is necessary to make a judgment and evaluate the given situation. The VFP cannot make optimal or suboptimal combat maneuvers using only the guidance law without the application of situation judgment. For this reason, rapid and exact situation judgment and evaluation should be performed first to increase the probability of survival and victory in VFP aerial combat situations. In this paper, we define the appropriate parameters for assessing a given combat geometry, and divide the situation into four categories: Offensive, Defensive, Head-on, and Neutral. In addition, a score function is defined for quantifying a given situation. Fig. 2 , combat geometry can be expressed based on the given states of the attacker and target; three parameters are introduced to evaluate the geometry. Angle-off  is the difference between the attacker's and target's headings. This parameter implies information about the relative fuselage alignment between the attacker and target jets. For example, 0° and 90° angle-off means parallel and perpendicularly aligned heading (fuselage) with the target, respectively. Angle-off can be obtained using Eq. [ ] cos cos cos sin
As in
Aspect angle  is the number measured from the tail of a target to the attacker. It indicates how far away the attacker is from the target's 6 o'clock position regardless of the attacker's heading. 14 This parameter is important because lateral displacement or turning room from the target can be obtained based on the aspect angle and range. Aspect angle can be calculated using Eq. (3).
Deviation angle  is defined as the angle difference between the line-of-sight (LOS) vector and the fighter's heading. It can be expressed as in Eq. (4).
Practically, deviation angle is an important criterion for determining how to precisely point and aim at the opponent. Based on this physical meaning, the situation judgment module calculates the deviation angles for both the attacker and the target, then assesses the combat situation. To do this, we define the deviation angles for both the attacker and the target as described in Fig. 2 As shown in Fig. 3 a) , combat geometry can be divided into four categories: Offensive, Defensive, Neutral, and Head-on. Defining the range of deviation angle from - radian to +  radian, the diagram shown in Fig. 3 b) describes all situations. In this diagram, the red points located at (0, )   mean that the attacker faces the tail of the target perfectly, indicating a superior combat situation. On the other hand, the blue points located at ( , 0)   imply that the attacker exposes its tail to the target so that there is maximum possibility of a gun hit by the target. Therefore, these blue and red points are defined as best and worst combat geometry, and combat maneuvering is conducted to avoid the worst point and occupy the best point. The blue arrows in Fig. 3 b) explain the ideal combat plan for accomplishing this.
In addition, the situation judgment module provides a quantified score of the given combat geometry. As mentioned above, the deviation angle represents the angle difference between the LOS vector and the fighter's heading. This angle can be used to approximately determine whether the plane is correctly facing the target, or whether it is being chased by the opponent. In other words, a smaller A  means that the heading or gun of the attacker has better aim at the target, and the amount of Offensive advantage Survival advantege
Score function is a linear summation of two concepts-offensive advantage and survival advantage;  and k in Eq. (5) are the normalizing factor and weighting gain, respectively. Figure 4 shows three different scores depending on the various k values. A larger k means that the situation judgment module evaluates offensive advantage more important than the possibility of survival, and vice versa.
C. Target Prediction (using Velocity Estimation)
If the jet fighter tracks and maneuvers relative only to the target's current position and information, the pilot would have difficulties because of delays occurring due to the sequence of measurement, assessment and decision, and controlling. Predicting the target's future information makes it possible to preemptively control these factors, so that the attacker is able to occupy the most advantageous combat position. In this section, we outline the target prediction module for forecasting the target's future position. The position of the target aircraft is an important factor in situation analysis for determining the chances of successfully hitting the target. Target prediction literally implies the estimation of the objective of the pilot's maneuvers. However, it is actually impossible to predict how a human pilot or an autopilot of an UCAV will control the jet in the future. Inaccurate predictions result in adverse combat conditions and are directly connected to the survivability of the fighter-target prediction must be performed accurately. Therefore, the target prediction module was designed based upon two simple assumptions: 1) it is unable to understand the intention of the target's maneuver, and prediction is based only on past data, and 2) the target maintains its current maneuver during the Look-Ahead Time (LAT). In this paper, we compare three different methods for the target prediction module: 1) Gaussian Process Regression (GPR), 2) quadratic curve fitting, and 3) the velocity estimation method.
Gaussian Process Regression extends multivariate Gaussian distribution to infinite dimensionality, and estimates future data in the range of a finite subset. This method is still a form of supervised learning, but the training data are harnessed in a subtler way. 7 This "less parametric" tool is advantageous in the design of the target prediction module. Table 1 includes the pseudo code for the GPR-based target prediction algorithm.
Execution of the algorithm in Table 1 involves the computation of three covariance matrices and inverse matrices in each iteration. Because of this, GPR requires huge computation power and time even if it can solve the problem based on the model and mathematical sense. In fact, covariance matrix K in the fifth line in Table 1 is an n-by-n matrix depending on position DB size n, and its inverse matrix can also be calculated. This means that computing power and time increases exponentially relative to the DB size n. In addition, the performance of GPR depends on the parameters in the covariance function, usually described as a "squared exponential" function. Furthermore, it could fall into a locally optimal problem depending on the initial values of its parameters. This can be overcome by applying the "hyperparameter update" method, but this also affects computing time.
To solve these problems, one of the most common methods is considered-quadratic curve fitting. Quadratic curve fitting uses a target's past position DB and generates a quadratic fitted curve to predict future trajectory of flight.
6 Table 2 shows the pseudo code for quadratic curve fitting and velocity estimation. The position DB is updated at various periods called "time windows" depending on the combat situation. If the fitted curve and position DB is updated every iteration, this algorithm could be slower and difficult to use in realtime environments. Considering this, the quadratic curve fitting method shows feasible estimation results in real time. However, discontinuity of the target's predicted trajectory occurs in every update of the fitting curve, and this causes a problem with the performance of the controller and guidance law. Finally, the velocity estimation-based target prediction module is designed with regard to real-time adaptation and continuous trajectory feasibility. This method estimates est Vel by predicting the acceleration and jerk from the velocity DB, and obtains the future position assuming that this est Vel is maintained during LAT. The pseudo code for velocity estimation methods is introduced in Table 2 .
Unlike the previous two methods, this method saves the past velocity information to the DB instead of the past positions. The current accelerations and jerk values are obtained from the saved values and the current velocity can be estimated. Based on the current position, if the estimated velocity is sustained for LAT, the location of the target aircraft can be determined relatively accurately. Figure 5 are the estimated positions of the aircrafts with 2 seconds LAT based on the point mass model. Despite arbitral maneuvers from random user input, the overall path of the target can be accurately estimated. In addition, even though the velocity of the aircraft for the simulation is within the range of 150 m/s~180 m/s, the position error between prediction and actual position is within 30 m. Through the use of this module that can accurately estimate the future positions of the target aircraft, the system can plan appropriate maneuvers to attain an advantageous situation in aerial combat.
D. Aerial Combat Guidance Law
In this paper, the concept of BFM, which uses experiences from actual aircraft pilots, is applied to the design process for combat guidance law so that the VFP can plan efficient and effective maneuvers. It was important that we analyzed our own aircraft model due to extreme maneuvers at the maneuver limit-point as well as aerial combat Analyses for the maneuverability and controllability limits for given conditions were carried out in two ways: 1) velocity-load factor (V-n) diagrams to analyze turn-performance capability under nominal velocity regions and flight envelopes, and 2) energy-maneuverability (EM) charts to determine the maximum turn rate and velocity at this point, called corner velocity.
The "V-n diagram", a graphical plot of load-fact of capability versus airspeed, is one of the most common and useful tools for investigating turn performance. It contains a great deal of information for the design of the VFP. Figure 6 shows a V-n diagram for the F-16 model relative to altitudes from 0 m to 10,000 m at 1,000 m intervals
The model used in this research does not contain the DB for the negative alpha region, so it shows the graph for the positive amounts of G. From the left curve, the flight envelope is the "lift limit," which is the maximum load factor for given flight conditions. If this limit is exceeded, the aircraft is in the positive stall region, which disables the aircraft from continued flight. The lift limits can be determined as functions of the aircraft velocities, as in Eq. 
The upper bound is the flight envelope defined by the structural strength limits of the aircraft, and corner velocity C V is the coincidence point between the lift limit and the structural strength limits. Further details on this variable is outlined later in the paper. The turn performance under the low velocity regions can be determined from the V-n diagram, whereas the flight envelope can be obtained from the lift limits and the structural limits.
The energy-maneuverability theory was suggested by John R. Boyd. It proposes energy-based maneuverability, which is used to determine the optimal solutions in BFM. 8, 15 To design an EM chart using the load factor from Eq. (6), the turn rate can be determined as in Eq. (7).
From Eq. (6) and (7), we can see that max TR is when the following conditions are met for the current flight environment:
This determines the maximum maneuverability of the aircraft. Furthermore, to explain the maneuverability with the aircraft energy and the rate of change in energy, the specific energy S E and the specific excess power S P are defined as in Eq. (8) . 
Using Eq. (8) as a basis, energy-maneuverability can be assessed by utilizing the current aircraft's conditions, weight, thrust, velocity, altitude, and load factor. C V is determined when 0 S P  . Figure 7 shows an EM chart and the corresponding C V when the F-16 model is analyzed from altitudes ranging from 0 m to 10,000 m at 1,000 m intervals.
For the red lines defined for each altitude, taking C V as a standard, the left side indicates the load factors and the turn rate limits due to L C , while the right side indicates the limits due to energy and S P . The velocity that maximizes the limits is defined as C V , and the flight capabilities at the respective velocities are defined as the maximum turn rate of the aircraft. The BFM-based aerial combat guidance law is designed using the maneuverability limits and the flight envelope defined by the combat models, and by assessing the maximum turn rate. The BFM provides the suboptimal maneuvers for both offensive and defensive combat situations. Therefore, the VFP uses the combat situation assessed in terms of scoring methodology from the previously designed situation judgment module to determine the combat maneuver. Moreover, the maneuver is determined using the est Pos from the target prediction, so that effective and efficient maneuvers are carried out to obtain advantageous positions in aerial combat. Figure 8 shows the combat geometry when the VFP is in an offensive situation and is moving with the predicted positions of the target. Figure 8 b) shows how the BFM can be used to gain advantage over a target that is carrying out evasive maneuvers. The attacker takes basic offensive maneuvers so that it passes through the entry windows to make shots on the target aircraft. In a real case, by using the estimated positions of the target given by the target prediction module, the attacker passes through the entry window in the course of the blue solid line to retain the position required to carry out continuous attacks on the enemy. However, without proper target prediction, the attacker moves following the dotted blue line fashion, so that it cannot make valid shots on target even if it can retain an advantageous rear position relative to the target. Under offensive maneuver operation, the cmd Pos for the offensive combat geometry, which is shown in Figure 8 a) , can be determined as in Eq. 
In Eq. (9), in order to consider the evasive maneuvers of the target under offensive situations, the target's predicted positions, the gunshot distances, and the error p e from the current ideal position must be taken into account. Therefore, a gain value of e K is applied to attain cmd
Pos . If it only tracks
D Pos , as shown by the blue dotted line in Fig. 8 , although the rear position can be maintained, large delays can occur, and consequently, an advantageous situation can turn neutral or even disadvantageous. However, if the target estimation and errors are considered for the offensive maneuvers, the course can be in the manner of the blue solid line, where the aircraft maintains an advantageous position while being able to carry out continuous attacks on the target. In order to determine the velocity required by the attacker to move to the offensively advantageous position, cmd Pos , Eq. (10) can be used. ( , , ) ( , , )
In order to determine the velocity required to reach cmd Pos , the proportional, derivative controller is applied to the current positional errors and rate of positional error change. 
Equation (11) is formulated using a combination of pursuit guidance (PG) and Proportional Navigation Guidance (PNG) algorithm based on the LOS vector. As the PG method can only reduce the LOS angle error and deviation angle by calculating pure pursuit command, it is difficult to apply to BFM-based maneuvers considering energy management. Therefore, by using PNG with a navigation factor of 1.0, the moving target's rate of LOS angle change is compensated. 
For situation judgment, when the combat situation is in the defensive mode, the combat guidance law for VFP utilizes the analyzed C V and max TR from the EM chart. If the attacker is in a defensive situation, the aircraft must carry out defensive maneuvers to escape the target's shooting zone. The required combat guidance algorithm command can be calculated as in Eq. (14) . 
The BFM-based optimal defensive maneuver is carried out based not only on C V , which carries the maximum turn rate, but also on cmd  corresponding to max TR and the minimum turn radius min R .
cmd
Nz is the maximum turn load factor for the current flight region, and the value can be obtained from the EM chart derived from the previous analysis. The maneuvering plane is defined in the horizontal direction, because C V is defined as the region where S P is 0 and max TR is achieved without velocity increment at the maximum level of thrust. If there are velocity changes due to altitude variations, there are losses in terms of turn rate and turn radius. In these cases, BFM-based optimal maneuvers are not guaranteed, and the probability of being shot by the target increases.
We 
Combat situations can be concluded with gun-based attacks, but there are cases where collisions can occur while the aircraft reaches significantly low altitudes to attain excessive velocity, or the aircraft crashes into obstacles or terrains due to the limited visual differentiability of certain objects. Therefore, for the combat guidance law for the VFP, before the calculated maneuvers are carried out, additional processing is computed to avoid possible collisions. In this paper, a terrain avoidance loop was designed similar to the EM chart analysis and based on energy conversion methodology. Equation (16) is the terrain collision threat analysis equation based on vertical energies. (16) compares the required altitude to the current altitude to convert the current vertical kinetic energy into potential energy and assess possible collision threats. If a collision with the terrain is imminent, the VFP sets the roll angle to 0 degrees and sets the velocity to C V , determines the maximum turn load factor required for the current flight region, carries out the necessary maneuvers, and converts the kinetic energy into potential energy to avoid collision.
E. Combat Aircraft Model
In Fig. 1 , the aircraft model module receives commands from the combat guidance law, solves the equations of motion, and updates the states of the aircraft. In this paper, in order to carry out the simulation, the side slip angle is set as 0 ( 0   ) with the translational dynamics in the y-axis being ignored in order to use a 5 degrees of freedom model. By ignoring the side slip angle, a model can be determined using the lift, drag, and thrust DB. Furthermore, instead of the actual control surfaces displacement input, the values of cmd p , cmd Nz , and THT  from the previously designed combat guidance law are given as input values. This 5 degrees of freedom model is similar to the 6 degrees of freedom full dynamics model, while the computation is relatively faster, 16 therefore, it is used appropriately as the simulation model for this research. Figure 9 shows the 5 degrees of freedom model structure that uses combat guidance law commands to update the states of the aircraft.
The dynamic equations and the kinematic equations for the simulation model are found in Eq. (17) and Eq. (18), respectively.
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IV. One-on-One Aerial Combat Simulation Result and Analysis
The VFP, which replaces human pilots, is designed for autonomous aerial combat with UCAVs; a simulation environment was built to verify the combat performance of the VFP. In this research, a visualization function is implemented using MATLAB animation for intuitive understanding and verification of virtual combat performance. Combat simulation is designed to be executed for 100 seconds at a speed of 10Hz considering solving the F-16 model and states updating. Figure 10 shows the simulation architecture, which was implemented on Simulink by the modularizing components of the VFP described in section 3 and Fig. 1 .
Each component in Fig. 10 a) is not only easily implemented and verified, but also simply modified due to its distinguishing feature as a module in a block unit. Furthermore, the aircraft model and the essential combat modules are so easily expandable that even multi-to-multi aerial combat is possible in the simulation. With this VFP design, aerial combat simulation is performed in the Simulink environment, as shown in Fig. 10 b) . The blue and red boxes represent the attacker VFP and the target, respectively, and the blue and red lines show the flow of combat status of the attacker and target, respectively.
Modularization of each component of the VFP means the generation of command values for other modules receiving pre-designed and defined input values. Each VFP module in Fig. 10 , as designed in this research, has defined input and output values, as shown in Table 3 , and plays a role in correlating those values. The lines between modules show linking connection relations.
As mentioned in section 1, we designed a VFP for autonomous aerial combat WVR based on gun shooting. The simulation environment defines the condition of gun shooting, even though the gun and bullet model is not included. The maximum and proper distances for the shooting of a gun are known to be 3,000 m and 800 m, respectively 8, 11, 17 and the simulation in this paper assumes that shooting is performed with the possibility that the distance of the opponent is less than 800 m. In addition, shooting is performed when the aspect angle and bearing angle are each less than 15 degrees. It is assumed that an attack on the opponent succeeds stochastically and combat is terminated when the accumulated time that meets the condition for shooting exceeds 5 seconds.
A. Combat Simulation Scenario
A combat simulation scenario is designed to verify the performance of combat guidance law based on BFM, target prediction, and situation judgment of the VFP. Simulation scenario 1 replicates a high Yo-Yo maneuver as a representative tactic for BFM energy management. This tactic preserves predominance, managing energy by exchanging speed and altitude to prevent a situation that gives attack dominance to the target when the attacker comes in front of the target because of overshoot from the high speed of the attacker in the case of a chase situation. A simulation condition is designed to verify the performance of high Yo-Yo, a maneuver that prevents overshooting by increasing altitude and decreasing velocity when the velocity of the attacker is much higher than that of the target.
Simulation scenario 2 sets the offensively advantageous initial condition against the target to verify an offensive BFM performance. Finally, the last simulation scenario is designed to check the performance of a defensive BFM, when the tail of the attacker has been stolen by the target. To describe these two situations, we designed beam conditions with 85 degree angle-offs. Table 4 and Fig. 11 include the initial conditions and their combat geometries for each scenario.
In the simulation environment, the target is assumed to track the attacker based on the "pursuit guidance law." In addition, the maneuverability of the target is constrained to 70% of the analyzed F-16 model's turn load factor and roll rate, because there would be a continuous circling maneuver during the entire combat simulation if they had the same dynamic model features.
B. Simulation Results and Analysis
Scenario 1 represents a high Yo-Yo maneuver, which is a basic BFM applying an energy management method. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 , describing the attacker and the target in blue and red, respectively. The blue and red lines show the trajectory of the attacker and the target and the locations of the aircraft are updated every 4 seconds on the trajectory. In this simulation, the target is set to perform steady flight with a constant velocity. The simulation results show that the distance between the attacker and the target decreases rapidly 35 seconds from the beginning of combat, maintaining high speed under the condition of 2,000 m of initial distance and 50 m/s of speed difference. Subsequently, speed decreases, rapidly increasing pitch and altitude with an cmd Nz greater than 1, and the velocities of the attacker and the target become identical at 51 seconds. It can be clearly seen in Fig. 13 b) that the maneuver decreases velocity by increasing altitude to maintain the gun shot distance and match speed with the target after rapidly closing the distance. The target had already entered the gun shot available distance before 40 seconds in the process of slowing down. The deviation angle shows that the attacker continuously aims at the target and the attacker holds the position, not being attacked by the target, indicating a high survival rate. Accordingly, the designed score is maintained over 0.9. The simulation is terminated 76 seconds after the beginning of the simulation after eliminating the target by meeting the shooting condition of 5 seconds. The high Yo-Yo maneuver with BFM energy management is verified, even though the target is not maneuvering against the attacker. To verify the performance of the offensive BFM, the initial condition in simulation scenario 2 is the advantageous beam position. The attacker has an initial score of 0.75, implying that the VFP assesses the combat situation as advantageous and offensive, so that the VFP begins to assume offensive maneuvers, as shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 . Because the target does not evaluate the given combat situation, it makes the maximum turn load factor to track the current position of the attacker with pursuit guidance. Even though the cmd Nz reaches 18G, the true turn load factor of the fighter jet is saturated with model analysis results based on the current flight condition. Without the V-n diagram and EM chart, the fighter jet is able to fall in stalls or is destroyed by reaching the structural or lift limits. During combat, the target makes continuous maneuvers to aim at the attacker, however, the attacker never loses its initial advantage, maintaining a score greater than 0.6. In addition, even if combat occurs at the same altitude after 20 seconds, the attacker manages the energy and maintains a higher velocity than the target, so that it is able to aim at the target, decreasing the distance 49 seconds after the beginning of the simulation. Figure 15 shows the trajectories during combat; the aircraft model is plotted every 4 seconds. The attacker predicts the target's future position so that it passes the entry window pointing at the target, who is maneuvering defensive turns after 40 seconds, as shown in Fig. 15 b) . Even if overshoot occurs, the attacker has a higher turn rate so that the combat is ended after 68 seconds by meeting the shooting condition of 5 seconds. Finally, simulation scenario 3 is constituted to verify the VFP's corner velocity-based BFM defensive maneuvers in an environment with a disadvantageous beam initial condition. As observed in the previous simulation results, the target tracking the attacker loses its velocity and superior position because of its pursuit guided maneuvers. The attacker carries out defensive maneuvers with a maximum turn load factor and corner velocity of around 180 m/s. As a result, the initial score of 0.25, representing a disadvantageous combat situation, moves to a value of 0.5, indicating that the combat geometry is neutral or offensive, in 15 seconds. Figure 17 shows the combat flight trajectories, and the fighter jet on the trajectory plotted every 8 seconds and 4 seconds in a), b), and c), respectively. In Fig. 17 a) , the attacker is in an escape situation indicated by its defensive maneuvers. Next, the attacker, which is 2,000 m away from the target, chases the target with a velocity of 200 m/s, and after 75 seconds of combat, implements a high Yo-Yo maneuver, decelerating the velocity to maintain a valid gun hit range.
At this point, the attacker passes the entry window and shoots toward the target, as shown in Fig. 17 c) , similar to the situation in simulation scenario 2 above. Finally, the target loses velocity to under 100 m/s having little maneuverability, and the attacker precisely points at the target with a high turn rate and velocity, so that the target is eliminated and combat is finished at 99 seconds. 
V. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a VFP for next-generation UCAVs for conducting autonomous aerial combat WVR. Because previous studies simplified the problems or had difficulties adapt in real time, we designed a system based on the BFM concepts defined by human pilots, guaranteeing the suboptimality of combat maneuvers. In particular, our VFP is composed of modularized components each representing the sequential processes of situation judgment, target prediction, and aerial combat guidance, so that expansion as well as modification and verification can be easily performed. Situation judgment was conducted through the use of deviation angles defined from the combat geometry, and a scoring function for quantifying the situation was proposed. Analyzing the GPR, quadratic curve fitting, and velocity estimation methods, the target prediction module was designed to generate a continuous realistic solution based on the velocity estimation method. After plotting V-n diagrams and EM charts from an F-16 model available on the web, we analyzed the corner velocity, turn rate, and maximum load factor and applied these features to the combat guidance law.
To verify the energy management and combat maneuvers of BFM, VFP was simulated in a MATLAB/Simulinkbased combat simulation environment. Three different scenarios, considering high Yo-Yo, offensive, and defensive maneuvers, were conducted based on the 5DoF F-16 model. In the initial condition in which the attacker has a higher velocity than the target and is chasing the tail of the target, the attacker makes maneuvers to trade velocity and altitude to prohibit overshoot and maintain an advantageous combat geometry. In the second simulation, the attacker never loses the initial offensive advantage and maintains a score greater than 0.6, showing effective offensive BFM maneuvering. Finally, in simulation scenario 3, the VFP conducted defensive maneuvers with a maximum turn load factor and corner velocity, then escaped from the defensive situation with score greater than 0.5. Subsequently, offensive maneuvers based on the proper target prediction were conducted so that the target was finally eliminated.
Due to the use of modularized components, it is not only possible to modify and expand the algorithm designed in this paper, but it is also possible to generate a suboptimal solution in real time. This research is expected to provide a milestone or present a baseline for complex environment aerial combat considering fuel and missile arm conditions and BVR aerial combat. In particular, we will expand the output of this research to develop tactical maneuvers for VFPs in multi-to-multi aerial combat.
